GROWING PRODUCTIVITY:
Where Talent and Technology Intersect
Increase revenue per full-time employee.
Leading companies are up to 40% more productive than their peers. Find out how those companies achieve extraordinary
productivity and how your company can adopt these best practices.

Transformational
Productivity Initiative

Created to address the profitability and growth risks of a tight labor market, the
Transformational Productivity Initiative (TPI) works with companies to increase
manufacturing productivity, measured as total factor productivity and/or revenue
per full-time employee, by 30% to 40%.

Increase your overall organizational effectiveness.
By focusing on the productivity of all facets of an
organization, TPI allows manufacturers to do more
with their existing human and capital resources.
TPI offers a set of tools and delivery systems to
help manufacturers assess and prioritize actions
to increase their productivity via basic process
improvements and management best practices,
and helps with automation, robotics and smart
manufacturing integration in ways that make
sense for their business.
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GROWING PRODUCTIVITY:
Where Talent and Technology Intersect
How to get there:
STEP 1:

Complete the TPI best-in-class comparative assessment to establish a baseline.

STEP 2:

Establish measures and targets.

STEP 3:

Identify and quantify performance gaps.

STEP 4:

Prioritize and plan projects.

STEP 5:

Complete projects and review outcomes.

TPI is a program of the Wisconsin Manufacturing Extension Partnership that helps manufacturers do more with existing
resources through technological advancements as well as eliminating waste and maximizing efficiencies.
TPI connects manufacturers to experts and to one another so they can adopt the best practices of the industry.
Participants in TPI’s pilot round reported a 38% increase in labor productivity, 14 % increase in total factor productivity
and 1.6% increase in profit margin.

To learn more, visit transformationalproductivity.org
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